
Paper fun –  three different ways!
Put away your crayons and oil 
pastels, and get out the scissors 
and glue! This month is all about 
playing with paper. We’ll learn 
about three different artists who 
all used paper in their art– in 
very different ways. 

We’ll spend this month cutting, gluing, 
tearing, and taping together our paper 
masterpieces!

This week, take a close look at the art 
and have a chat about it! What do you 
see in each piece? How do you think the 
artist made it? What do you think he was 
trying to say with his art? Whose art are 
you drawn to most? Why? When you 
look at these pieces, how do they make 
you feel? Which one looks like the most 
fun to re-create on your own?

“You begin with the possibilities of the material.” 
– R O B E R T  R A U S C H E N B E R G –
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Henri Matisse, The Parakeet and the Mermaid, 1952
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Robert Rauschenberg, Cardbird VI, 1971
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David Hockney, Pearblossom Highway, 1986
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T H E  V O C A B U L A R Y  O F  A R T

There are some fun and crazy words that go along with this month’s art. Let’s look at 
each of these pieces again, and define some of the vocabulary as we learn a little bit more of the story 
behind each of these pieces and how they were created.

Henri Matisse is really well known for his cut-outs. He was an artist all 
his life, and in the beginning, he painted. Later in his life, Matisse suffered 
from health issues that kept him in bed, but he didn’t want to stop creating 
art! He discovered that he was able to cut paper and create fantastic 
arrangements using the whimsical shapes. He spent years and years 
creating numerous cut-outs. We’ll learn more about his process later, and 
the exact method he used to create his cut-outs might surprise you!

Robert Rauschenberg made a series of art based on cardboard boxes 
he saw laying on the street in Los Angeles. If you thought these were actual 
cardboard boxes, you’re not alone! Most people think that when they first 
see them. But in reality, all of the ‘Cardbird’ pieces are reproductions. Many 
of Rauschenberg’s other collages and mixed media pieces did include 
actual found objects pasted and painted right onto his canvas or board... 
but not these. In the ‘Cardbird’ series, he was making a statement by 
fabricating old abandon cardboard boxes out of new materials.

David Hockney called his photo collages ‘joiners.’ When he first began 
experimenting with this method, he was using instant Polaroid photos. He 
would take a series of pictures – each one close up – on a different part of 
his subject. He would change his perspective or angle slightly so that the 
photos were from different viewpoints, or were a little bigger or smaller. As 
he continued to make more collages this way, he eventually moved to using 
35mm film and printed pictures. Before digital photography, the process of 
making pictures was a little bit different. We’ll explore that further in week 3. 
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Cut-outs, catbirds, and joiners... oh my!
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N O W  I T ’ S  Y O U R  T U R N . . .

Art Express

Trompe L’oeil

A 15 minute version for busy weeks!

1. Find a cardboard box.
2. Cut or rip it into pieces.
3. Re-assemble the pieces in an 
interesting way, and attach them using 
tape or glue. Think about your composi-
tion, and the overall shape of your art. 

Once you have an idea of for your compo-
sition, it’s time to cut and paste! Cut or tear 
apart your box (or the fresh new piece of cardboard 
you’ll use). Then spend some time putting the pieces 
back together in different ways. Pay attention to the 
overall composition and see how things look when 
you put them together in different ways. 

Once you like how it looks, glue or tape them back 
together. (You might need some strong tape or glue 
depending on the thickness of your cardboard.)

A French phrase 
that means ‘deceive 
the eye.’ This term 
describes optical 
illusions or visual 
tricks artists use to 
make things seem 
like something they 
aren’t.
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This week let’s make paper art like Robert 
Rauschenberg. Look around your house for a 
cardboard box. It can be a shipping box that came in 
the mail, an old shoe box, or a cereal box from your 
kitchen. Any box you think is interesting will work.

Now, decide if your art will use the actual cardboard 
box, or if you’ll employ the trompe l’oeil technique that 
Rauschenberg used to re-create the cardboard using 
new materials. 

Next, think about your composition. How would you like 
your cardboard art to look? Will you tell a story with 
your art, or are you simply playing with the medium?
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